Technical Specification Sheet

Mobile Aluminium Gantry Crane [MSL50] [1000kg]

Lightweight, compact and easily folded for quick transportation, the portable compact gantry crane is designed for both outdoor and indoor use.

The spur gear hoist provides a 3m hook height and is lockable across the top beam to secure a load into position. The legs are height adjustable from 2.4m to 3.2m and optional off-road pneumatic tyres are also available for working on softer terrain.

A popular choice for stone masons, stone merchants and memorial masons, the portable compact gantry crane is a great aid for resetting stone into an upright position when combined with one of our stone clamps.

Features

- 3m hook height
- Lockable hoist along top beam
- 1000kg safe working load
- Height Adjustable legs 2.4m -3.2m
- Beam Length 4m
- Optional off-road wheels with pneumatic tyres
- Weight of device 130kg

Dimensions
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